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*EDU A4ION 619C

Seminar-o the College Student

and the Environment

mplemen ng the Process-Outcome Model in Ed 619C
ot

Underlying Assumptio s

As we have tated previously, the Process-Outcome Model (POM) is essentially

a competency based model of student personnel education. The basic assumption

behind y competency-based model is that skills can be learned, demonstrated,

4

and 'to asured. In addition, such a model assumes that all'learning'is indiyidual

en if the individual is part of a learning team) and that the learner is goal-
-

(

oriented. In seeking to implement The Process-Outcome Model in Ed 619C, we are

also making the following assumptions:

1. Didactic and'experiential knowledge are necessary components for

adequate preparation.

2. The learning experiences Must aiSproximateits.closely as possible the

"real world" experiences student development specialists face.

3. To be an effSctive student/human development specialist requires

knowledge in the areas of human development, person and environment

interaction,- higher education, and developMental intervention strategies.

Characteristics of the Process-Outcome Model

An essential characteristic of POM is that the learner should be provided

with a statement of the terminal erformance'objectives, so that s/he may know

what is expected as an end prod ct of the learning experience. The terminal ,

pdrformance,obJectives for Educa ion 619C will be presented later in this paper.*

Second, education base upo POM should provide for differences among

learners, taking into account their accumulated experiences, degree of a4hievement,

ana rate and,style of learning4-

* See Appendix A

:
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Third, a well designed application of POM will provide opportunities for

learners to pursue their own goals in addition to basic course requirements.

Fourth, the-learning experience should be designed so that responsibility-

is shared by all involved in the learners' education.

Fifth, provision should be made for continuous evaluation of the learning

experience.

The Process-Outcome Model Applied to Education 619C

POM, like most program models, has three basic components: a) Input,

b) Process, and c) Output or Outcome. Input involves relevant sources fed into

the systeM that4influence and affect the system. Process deals directly with the

stages or sequences involved in tthe learning process. The Outcome is the finished

product or consequence of the process. There shOuld also be a built-in mechanism

4
for,continuouS evaluation and revision of the system. Figure 1 schematically.

represents this model as applied..to this seminar.'

--, Sources of Input

Input to course (1.0). This model identifies five importa t sources that

affect the planning. and implementation of the constant ezperie,hces in which all

enrollees-in -Education 619C would normally engage:

1.1-:.,Prior structure -- the knowledge, skills,,and s lf-understanding

usually provided in Education 619C as it has been off red in the past.

1.2 COSPA document -- "Student Development Services/in Higher Education,"

a paper by, the Commission on Professional Developmelt of the CoUncil of

Student Personnel Association in Higher Education /(COSPA), July, 1972,

(revised in 1973)1° provides the model. which is at the hart of the Process-

Outoome lorode4 and represents the most.complete effurt to date of specifying

the clientele, the competencies, and the functiOns of the student development
--. I

. ,

Specialist.

,
.

41
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, Figure 1
a

A Schematic of the Process-Outcome Model Apllied to Educatio40619C
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AV,
1.3 Job requirements -- the actual and forecasted position duties and

responsibilities of student development specialists in higher education.

. 1.4 Issues and developments -- current areas of interest and concern

as highlighted in the professional literature and at professional conventions.
0

.1:5 Environmental and institutional constraints -- the limitations under

which we operate.q.in providing this seminar, including budgetary constraints,

lack of release time for seminar planning, and physical facilities.

Input from individual (5.0). Individuals entering this seminar provide

valuable information regarding their unique accumulated experiences and their

preference8 for instructional format. Utilizing such input makes it possible

to modify the seminar format to meet more fully student needs and interests.
0 4Pr

Assess program input (2.0). As a result of assessing input from these

various sources, the instructor(s) and students alike are in a better position .

to structure the learning experiences in a manner designed to provide maximum

freedom within responsible constraints.

Identify course goals (3.0). If the model was followed in a pure fashion,

course goals would not be established until after the information gathering and

assessment stages were completed in entirety.' However, to gain, the approval pf

the Department of Education's Graduate Committee for considering this course as

a:Toundation course for the area of psychological found4tions, it was, necessary

to establish some goals prior to the input of individuals enrolling this semester

(5.0). In keeping with the Process-Outcome Model, course goals should be con-

structed in the areas of: 3.1 -- Skills and Techniques; 3.2 -- Substantive

Knowledge; and 3.3 -- Personal Growth and Awareness. Per the COSPA recommendation

regarding the essential skills of a student development s"p"ecialist, it is the goal

of this seminar to assist each individual in thesdevelopment of skills and tech-
.

niques in the areas of'goal setting, assessment, and change processes. The four
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areas of foc for .substantive knowledge are human development (particularly
, I'
,,as it relates the-college years), perion and environment interaction, the

0

higher educatio 'milieu, and developmental intervention strategies. The

course goals for onal growth and awareness relate primarily to the dimen:-

sions of increased itivity to ones own learning style, and the comparison

and contrast of one's development tothe developmental models portrayed in

literature.terature.
1,*1'N, .

Plan constant experiences,,4.0. The experiences which each Education 619C
/O.

seminanparticipant has been - and/or will be - involved in, are as foIlowa:

examination of learning style, exposure to the procees6outcome model, exposure
-0

to Education and Identity, minipaper on 40f-development compared to Chickering's

vectors, contracting for-one's own learning self-evaluation, and instructor

evaluation.
9

Assess indiiiiduta input ,(6.0); identify individual goals (7.0); and plan,

individual experiences (8.0). While'it is the instructors' responsibility to

assess individual input, the process pf identifying individual goals and plan-

ning individual experiences is primarily the responsibility of each learner.

The instructors' are more than willing ,and ready to aaiist and collaborate in

this process, however, if the learner de;kires such assistance/collaboration.

Develop educational Contract (9.0). This acti.,4itY, is seen to be at the

heart of this learning model and, as such, should be described'in some detail.

- The necessity for sequentially identifying your individual goals for the course
7

(7.0), and `planning your individual experiences (8.0) as a result of these goals

cannot, we feel, be overemphasized. We would be highIy disappointed if your

learning contract:, failed to reflect you and your needs and only reflected our
',.

, , 4)
goals for you In line, with this, we' would suggest the following process:

.

a) Review the COpPA'document as well as'the objectives and subject matter

for this *aurae a's specified herein. Consider the.areas.which seem particularly'



relevant to you and your needs 4 ceive theM.

b) Considering your indiVidual goals andthe.utaterial mentioned in(a),

select the area(s) you wish to pursue in some depth, identify the problem(s),

on which you would like to work, identify a project you would like to de-

. 4117

velop, etc.

c) Through consultation with the instructor(s), identify the steps you will

need to take and the procedures you will need to useto accomplish your

goals. Your,end goal(s) should be defined with suffibient specificity that

both you and the instructor(s) will,be able to tell when.you have attained

said goal(s).

In line with (b) above, you may choose to develop'one broad or overall

contract which will meet all of the course objectives (as well Its your own),

or, you may choose to develop several contracts during the semester which will

cumulatiVely meet the, objectives. In either case, your contract should be-de-

,
signed in such a way'that progress toward your goals can be observed and demon-

strated periodically. Contracts are open for renegotiation at any times

One item is not negotiable, and that'is that all contracts-are to be com-

pleted by the end of the semester (meaning the scheduled tithe of the final for.

this co

You may choose to collab6rate with other learners and develop projects

which call' for working'in,groups for part or all of the learning experience.

Individual contracts will Still,be required,, however, specifying the share of

the group work load that each learner will be assuming.
.

Implement experience (10.00. Once your contract has Ipeen negotiated'with

the instructor(s), proceed to plesient your planned experiences:

Assess outcomes of exo ce 11.0 . An evaluation of each experience is

obtained after the desi a ed -task is completed (11.1),. This assessment, primarily
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from the ledrners but also from the instructor(s), is then fed back to the current,

and prili course information bank (1-.1) for use by the instructor(s) in shaping

future courses', and by future learners in preparing their learning experiences.

An assessment of individual performance is conducted next (11.2). The criteria

for thiS assessment will have been established in the learning contract

4

If the contract is sequential, acceptable completion of one aspect signalsthe

entry into the next learning experience and phdses 10.0 and 11.0 are repeated

for the, next module.

Deve4 alternative learning experience (12.0). If ttie performance is un-

A
-o

. .
.

acceptabletthe instructor(s) and student Will determine whether it is most ad-
)

- isable 'to repeat sec of-the learning experience to bring' the performance to

acceptable standards (broke' ],ine from 11.2 to 10.0), or to develop dn:alternative

.
4

learning experience (12.0.tO 10 0).

,

Deterydnef contract comnlet d (13.01. After the'learning experience is

.

successfully completed, the instructor(s) andthe learner determine whether or

not all aspects of their contract (all terms) have'been met. If contracts have

not been completed, the learner recycles to another learning experience. This

recycling continues until all conditions of the contract 90 fulf41ed.

Output/Outcome

Terminate contract (14.2). If for some reason a student is unable to
o

complete his or her contract, university regulations regarding withdrawal from

a course and/or unsatisfactory completion of a course come into effect And the

0

instructor(s) and the student will collaborate on whether or not a gradeis

called for and, if so, what that giiade should' be.

Award grade (1.0). At the end of the semester, each student will submit

to the instructor(s) the grade s/he feels s/he has earned for the.courae.Each

.
,

. .

.

'student will also describe the criteria s/he used in determining this grade.
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The instructors will also assess the overall performance of each student, using

the criteria specified below. If the instructor(s) feel that a discrepancy ex,.

lets between the learner's Self-assessment and their assessment, an attempt will

be made to reach a mutually acceptable solution through a process of negotiation.

It should Vie pointed out that by university stipulation, the final responsibility

for recording and submitting grades rests with Bill. This is not stated as a

threat but as a'fact of life in this system.

The Criteria which the instructors will use in their assessment include:

a) -- quality of performance on the learning contracts.

b) active and informed participation in class discussion when such '

behavior is called for as part of the "constant experiences" (4.0).

c) commitment to personal and professional development as evidenced in

the learning contracts and investment in the self-directed learning experience.
7

d) -- receptivity to providing and receiving feedback.

Additional statements regarding the instructors' biases and perspectives on what

constitutes a seminar are contained in Appendix C.

inynelusion
. .

We trust this document, and the systematic model which it describes, will

help to clarify where we are coming, from and where we wish you and the seminar

to be headed. We also trust that it will help to begin to alleviate some of the

frustration and confusion which you have candidly and rightfully expressed re-

garding our intent. We don't expect it to answer all your questions, but we hope

- it will :provide a basis fifir informed interaction.

8,
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-1 Appendix A

Outcome Objectives

3.1 Skills & TeChniques

Be able to assess the impact of college environments on student development.

Be able to assess the current developmental, status and needs of students Within

higher education settings.

Be able to set goal& for student development, within, higher education settingS.

.
,

Be able to facilitate student development by applying various change processes

at all levels (individual, group, and organization) of higher education systems.

Be able to evaluate programs in higher aucation in terms of their impact on student

development.

Be able to effectively communicate your ideas. ,A,

Be able to formulate simple learning contracts which take into account different

student learning variables. .

3.3 Personal Awareness & Growth
4.

Take an active role in-directing your own learning experiences within this course:

Examine your own development in terms of theories and principles of human
.

development.
.

,,

.

Demonstrate an openness to both giving and receiving honest feedback.

......../

.4

/

I P

,
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Appendix B

Substantive Knowledge

1. developmental priticiples
. epigenetic patterns (tasks and/Dr stages)

Kerarchy of needs
existential view of development
challenge - response model
models of optimum deyelopment
universal and idiosyncratic aspects

2. relationship between individual development and environmen

situational potential
opportunity/support/reward structures
psychoecology
results of research on impact of college.dn students

3.- what is a college/
lu

niversity

educational system
what is higher education
education for what

social institution
social system

subcultures-
organiiltion
physical environment
assessing,the environment

developmental interventions
developMent vs. adjustment
student development programs

psychoecol
organizational change and development

human development programs' .

a

ti

0,
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We view a seminar As a groppcir,Oeople coming together with a deep, mutual
interest in learning about some SUbjk. ParticiAnts engage in both individual
And group activities, 'EAch member' a-s0.',Oice in deteimining what goes on in the

seminar.....Everyobe partitipates actively and enthusiastically. There is free, open,

a-ncLspentineous exchange and discussion' of ideas, Each participant is assumed to

_ 13:e self-motivated and self-directed with-rltrd to her/his own learning. Each

person is interested in facilitating the learning of the other participants, and
each memberof. the `seminar_ functions as a resource person for the others. A sense

-of c6Mmut-ii:ty develapsx and participSnts are treated as whole human beings.

.
.

T-o, be most effective.as.a.fiCilitiverhingehvlironment, a seminar requires
a climite of mutual-trust_and -respect. TtoqperAtion rather than competition,is

the norm.. Mutual goal settihg-Ofeyails inAr-Oup activities. Participants expend

energy and take risks in their, min behalf, And everyone endeavor's to be responsive

'to the others. Seminar members provide each other With, frequent feedback.
,

When we reflect on our own desired roles in this course, the words which come

to mind are consultant, facilitator, and resource person. We urge you to make use

of us as such. We are deeply committed to endeavoring to individualize and humanize

this learning experience. Within the liMits of this course,. we hope to maximize your

freedom to learn:-.Our intention is to provide a learner'-centead (rather than

instructor-centerearning expeHence. Thd outcome objectives are provided not

as impositions on your :learning but,as -guides for directing your learning"and develop--;

ment as professionals.--

We have set some rather amb.Aious and'idealistic goal's for you and for us.

We ire you to hold us accountable for our goals Arid principles. Do not hesitate

to ,share with us your reactions to us and to the course. 'We, too, expect to learn

and to grow through this experidnce.

:1 .

't-%

1
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NUMBERING KEY

I. Consulting/Counseling Mode

/I. Teaching Mode

III. Administrative Mode
IV. . Intra-and Inter-personal Awareness Mode

- - -.A- Diaghosis and Assessment Competency

- --.B- Goal Settfng Competency
Faellitition of Change Competency

-1 Institution as clientele

- --.-2 Group as clientele

---.,3 Individual as clientele

Thefinal "0" after each mo dule number is to indicate One of the original basal
..morttilk.......A`s,students choose to develop their own modules, a master file of

.possibleme4gies will be'maintained and supplemented. These will then be

numbered with'slicc#ssive numbers'greater than zero.

The value of such a number-system is that it makes_it easy for a studen*,0

single out those modules on which he-Wants to work. If a person wants'to7

specialize in the administrative mode; far example,' e could elect-to do a

majority of III.--- modules. A performance criterf prifiaStery in ferns of

number of modules completed per competency area wbu need.tb be dekrktned.
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.INSULTING/COUNSELING MODE

S PROPOSED STUDENT PERSONNEL-WORK
COMPETENCIES

.-Diagnosis and Assessment
, Institution: analyzing existing institutional resources, needs,

-a structure, prdgrams, and goals
2. Small grOup:,analyzing a group's power and leadership structure,

interactions, agendas, andinembers''skills and abilities
/ / .,,'

.3. Individual: analyzing an individual's' development, needs, resources

, .and gc4).s.

,GoaYSettfrig.
. ,

-. 1 ;'Institution:,eliciting specific institutional objectives .

/

2.° Small group: assisting a. to arrive at a concensus in terms
.

,

, :,/df goals.
:. assisting, an indivi,dUal in,goal stlarification ;- " ,J"

.

5.
. . , , . , , ,

Tacilitatibn of- *. /,-. -. .',.. '

-:-

, ,
.-f..-Institution,:%interNeningjnAx pnwer.structure to' encourage

'- .change_ in stated'inSpitutional'objectiveS ,-

-`:22::-.SMall,group: aiijfig.the,,grPup. process:and conflict resolutioh - -

. -
3. Indivfdual: ci'batively implementing studentdevelopment and

5.. establishing a productive counseling,relat,ionghip

I., TEACHING MODE

A. Diagnosis and Assessment .,
.

'1. Institution: relating a ,knowledge of American higher education

\ ' to an institution's objectives
2. Small group: using a knowledge of grouPdynamics to assist a

leader in analysis of a:group ,
' e' .

\ ....,:cp

:),.
.3\Individual: Teaching others to construct and utilize tools and

. echniques of assessment.
,,

\B.\ . \
...;-:'

,,. Goal S tik ,..

- -- 1. Institution: preparing for-tnstitutonal leadert demonstration
. \

,'\. , of -,the process. by which instit'utional goals are tr nslated into

-.'-: \institutional action N\, , :.

,''., 2. Small group: teaching the,:goaltting process to a seall group
\.

--, __..:3. Individual: demonstrating,:tdanother individual, the process of

individual counseling `\,, _

.

(.4 ji
- I

FacilitatiOn of Change N

1. Institution: communicating to institutional leaders the principles

and strategies of large scale system change
2. Small, group: teaching strategies for conflict resolution to

identified group'leaders
3. Individual: preparing training experience& based on principles of

psychoWogical e ation



c.

III. ADMINISTRATIVE MODE.

A. 'Diagnosis and Assessment . V .0,.

. 1. Institution: identifying a feed-back and'communicap ns system
f

for an institution .;

:* .. 2. Small group: investigating all aspects of the Proce s=py which

.

.: functions of an administrative unit are accomplish a Pc. .

3. Individual: interviewing an individual to elicit appropriate and
. , ,

necessary information .

-: B. Goal Setting 1 /
4 .

,

1. Institution: translating an institution's expressed goals into
behaviors and tasks appropriate to an administrative unit

2. Small group: supervising a group in the process of determining
objectives and planning the means for attaining them

3. Individual: negotiating agreement with individuals regarding
their goals and Institutional expectations;

(

":
C. Facilitation of Change

1. Institution: implementing stated goals through appropriate
allocation of resources ,

2. Small group: providing administrative leadership to a. group -

confronted with a mandate for change -

3. Individual: stimulating creativity and initiative in an individual

IV. INTRA-AND INTER-PERSONAL AWARENESS MODE

A. Diagnosis and Assessment
1. recognizing one's own strengths, limitat ons, and interpersonal

impact
2. learning to give and receive feedback

B. Goal Setting
1. determining a, personal philosophy
2. determining an ethical structure ,

3. developing,a professional identity

C. Facilitation of Change
1. pursuing cognitive and affective se f-development
2. becoming increasingly self directin
3. developing an experimental attitud: and a willingness to take risks

1.6

".
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I/B/3" SAMPLE MOULE

(Consulting Mode/Goal Setting/IndigUtual)

I. Prerequisites: Basic counseling skills and abilities to. interpret:'

and translateavarious vocational guidance instruments will be

required;. (Grad II and Strong) . ,

II: Estimated Time: This will occur in approximately two to three months.

III. -Goal: The goal is to provide opportunities to assist individual

students in goal clarification, with regards to their vocations,

and desired employment.

IV. Pre-assessment: A demonstration of ability to administer and interpret

vocational guidance instruments will be conducted along with

prOper counseling of students.

V. Objectives: These include a demonstrated proficiency in interpreting

instruments and properly integrating the results with other

student information to help facilitate their selection of

vocational goals.

VI. Learning activities will include: ,..

1. Actually taking the vis to better understand the mechanics.

2. Utilizing the Grad II system in order to gain a total know-

ledge of the service it provides.

3. 'Analyzing several students' result's and discussing conclusions

with a qualified supervisor.

4: Examining other aids employed by UPS in assisting students

in their goal setting; reference self knowledge and employment.

,

VII. Post-assessment: Under observation, a student will-be carried through

all phases of testing consulting, and eventual sound goal

assessment; refetenCe future employment.

VIII. Remedial:, A review will be made of all learning activities and other

students will be Carried through the entire program.

fl

Developed by Bill Ryan, Master's Degree Student, for Education 614, (Field

Experience) in the University P.lacemnt Service, UPSY", danuary, 1975.
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Vuxriculum Issues cnd Quest-leas

1. There is lack of clmsensus within the "profession"

- content and methods. Woulu.it be possible to achic7c grector a:"'cement

by' utilizing this type of ;model built on thlr ..±.1,ery and these b-ood.

competencies?

2. How far, if at all, away from a counsclin:.; shou7.d I preparin;

the Student Personnel Worker? Should this ?rcparatiol be situate-1

a counselor educationprogrem or vithin an eduo7tionti sd-iniztration Cr

higher education curriculum?
4

.

3. Isn't Student Personnel Work really intordisci?lin,r7 in natUre? If the

answer is yes, it still needs a hos.e. nich tes rig^t back to i5F''?

number two!

4. Does the fact thet the cc-leetcnoics in our medel anr!

wider base then a strictly counseling preper::ti:m necaSsPrily also im)ly

incompatibility? Could counselor education ore3rcms .n faCit benefit by

the added cmohasis on : +_. .an de:e7op's-,nt principIrs would reault

the competencies were implemented?

3. Is Student Personnel in a bind beffause it is in f:.ct f.teldg,

Development and Managenent Serv:Fes ler Coe S2,..dents??

6. Consider: The expand knowledge of orgcnialiens, their and

functioning. :ha oZ tochnolelv, computorc -1c7

their potential as tools.16th the 'Joectr micuzees of, and
-

overuse. The rieed.withinlur p;ofezion

7. Curriculum as,trre than just courses and cl...ssrooye b%:t as rn-.ry

of experiences, a total package, a "Gestalt. A curric:.:'um cre?tes e::-:ec:a-

tions on the part of stur,:ents, on tie ^-7 e"^"1--' "'"7 -'AO

on 'the part of consumers.
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